Influence of smoking abstinence and nicotine replacement therapy on heart rate and QT time-series.
Many smokers attempt to quit without using nicotine replacement therapy (NRT) or pharmacotherapy, i.e. 'cold-turkey'. The cardiac implications of this are important but are incompletely understood. Previous studies have associated smoking cessation with improvements in heart rate (HR) and its variability, but its influence on QT time-series is unclear. Furthermore, the relative influence on these parameters of acute nicotine withdrawal and of NRT has not been adequately compared. Additional insight might come from analysing the dynamic (e.g. fractal) properties of electrocardiographic data during different levels of nicotine exposure. We examined the influence of smoking cessation, during cold-turkey and subsequent NRT, on HR and QT time-series during 30 days of smoking abstinence. Seven smokers and sixteen healthy non-smokers received ECG monitoring at baseline (Day 0). Smokers subsequently refrained from smoking without using NRT for 24 h, and then received NRT for 29 days. ECG monitoring was repeated at Days 1, 7, 30. Following smoking cessation we observed that: HR and rate-corrected QT were both reduced, heart rate variability (HRV) increased (improved), and QT variability index (QTVI) showed signs of improvement (trend only). Improvements in HR and QT were maintained throughout NRT use, whilst improvements in HRV and QTVI were sustained for at least the early stages of NRT. The dynamic (multifractal) properties of HR and QT were similar for smokers and non-smokers, and were unchanged by smoking abstinence or NRT. Our results provide tentative evidence that electrocardiographic improvements during a cold-turkey smoking quit attempt (acute nicotine withdrawal) are maintained during NRT pharmacotherapy.